For some 19 areas of Titan's surface, the Cassini RADAR instrument has obtained synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images during two different flybys. The time interval between flybys varies from several weeks to two years. We have used the apparent misregistration (by 10-30 km) of features between separate flybys to construct a refined model of Titan's spin state, estimating six parameters: north pole right ascension and declination, spin rate, and these quantities' first time derivatives We determine a pole location with right ascension of 39.48 degrees and declination of 83.43 degrees corresponding to a 0.3 degree obliquity. We determine the spin rate to be 22.5781 deg day −1 or 0.001 deg day −1 faster than the synchronous spin rate. Our estimated corrections to the pole and spin rate exceed their corresponding standard errors by factors of 80 and 8, respectively. We also found that the rate of change in the pole right ascension is −30 deg century −1 , ten times faster than right ascension rate of change for the orbit normal. The spin rate is increasing at a rate of 0.05 deg day −1 per century. We observed no significant change in pole declination over the period for which we have data. Applying our pole correction reduces the feature misregistration from tens of km to 3 km. Applying the spin rate and derivative corrections further reduces the misregistration to 1.2 km.
INTRODUCTION
The Cassini RADAR instrument is a 13.8 GHz burst-mode radar. In synthetic aperture radar (SAR) mode it maps ∼2000 km long by ∼200 km wide strips of Titan's surface with a resolution of 300 m to 1 km depending upon the position within the strip. So far, Cassini RADAR has obtained 14 such strips during Titan flybys. Occasionally, multiple strips overlap. By co-registering identical features within overlaps, we can determine how the surface of Titan has moved between observations and thus estimate Titan's pole location and spin rate. Similar work was also performed using SAR imagery from Magellan to estimate the spin model of Venus (Davies et al. 1992) .
Our estimation technique is a three-step procedure. First, we select a set of recognizable landmarks that have each been observed in two different SAR images obtained at different times. Second, we locate the landmarks in the inertial frame using the Doppler frequency and range of each landmark, and the spacecraft's inertial frame position and velocity vectors. Finally, we estimate the spin state parameters by minimizing the misregistration error, that is, the apparent movement in Titan body-fixed coordinates of the landmarks between observation times. The details of the technique and potential sources of error are discussed in the next section. The dominant source of error is landmark mismatching, which results in random co-registration errors with approximately 1 km standard deviation per spatial component. This error is much smaller than the co-registration error we obtain using the nominal International Astronomical Union (IAU) Titan spin model (Davies et al. 1989; Jacobson et al. 2004 ) which is tens of km in magnitude. The inaccuracy in the IAU model is not surprising. In the absence of data, it was developed by assuming zero obliquity. Utilizing Cassini SAR data, we are able to measure the location of the spin axis precisely and determine that the spin rate is significantly asynchronous. We describe details of the technique and potential sources of error in the next three sections.
STEP I. LANDMARK SELECTION
The first step in our spin state estimation is landmark selection. Each landmark L k used in our estimation must have been observed in two of the 14 SAR images that have been obtained by Cassini RADAR. The interval between the acquisition times of the two images varies from several weeks to two years. For convenience, if a landmark has been observed in three images, it is treated as if it were three separate twiceobserved landmarks. Only a handful of landmarks has been observed three times and none has been observed more than three times. We select each landmark manually by examining regions in which the SAR images overlap. When a landmark is selected, we choose a pixel in each SAR image that corresponds as closely as possible to the same point on the landmark. When selection is complete we have N landmarks L k , for k = 1, 2, 3, . . ., N. Two sets of landmarks were identified, a set of N = 50 from 10 SAR image overlap pairs and a set of N = 151 from 17 overlap pairs. The 50 landmark set was chosen first, then an additional 101 landmarks of somewhat lesser quality were determined. The parameters determined from the two sets were nearly identical but the N = 151 set had a significantly larger Using the zero-obliquity IAU Titan spin model, landmarks could be misplaced between images by more than 30 km. Using the spin model reported here, the misplacement distances are reduced to 1-2 km. The figure depicts a 3.5 km vertical shift in landmark location between panels in order to illustrate the ease with which the human eye can detect km scale misregistration. (A color version of this figure is available in the online journal) residual error after the fit. This is to be expected because the final 100 landmarks were chosen after the best candidates had already been selected. Unless otherwise mentioned, the results discussed in this paper are for the N = 50 set. For each landmark we determine 6 quantities (t k1 , t k2 , i k1 , i k2 , j k1 , j k2 ), where i k1 is the along-track pixel index of L k in the SAR image obtained at time t k1 , j k1 is the cross-track pixel index of L k in the same image, etc. (More precisely, t k1 is the time that L k itself was observed in the earliest acquired SAR image. An entire SAR image is acquired over a 30-40 min interval, but no individual landmark is observed for more than 40 s at a time.) As mentioned previously, the landmark mismatches are the dominant source of error in the technique. A landmark mismatch occurs when (i k1 , j k1 ) and (i k2 , j k2 ) do not correspond to exactly the same position relative to L k .
Several criteria are used in the selection procedure to minimize landmark mismatches. First, the landmark must be a small, high-contrast feature. Second, it must look sufficiently similar in both images so that we can discount the possibility of high topographic relief over a large number of pixels. Terrain can look very different in SAR images obtained from different look directions. In the extreme case, when a region is viewed from opposite sides, one can even obtain an inverse correlation in which the same feature appears darker than its surroundings in one image and brighter in the other. We selected features without the alternating bright and dark edges that are characteristic of large topographic relief. Third, we excluded SAR image artifacts, such as beam boundaries, Doppler scalloping, and speckle noise. Fourth, we excluded periodic terrain such as dune fields in which the chances of mismatches are increased. Exceptions were made for small regions within dune fields with unique identifying features. We utilized a manual landmark selection in order to take advantage of the superior capability of human vision to perform the abstract pattern recognition tasks required to meet these criteria. Figure 1 depicts one of the 151 landmarks selected. A line of length 10 km is included to show scale. The position of the landmark is offset by 3.5 km in the vertical dimension to illustrate the tolerance to which the human eye can match up landmarks. Most people can readily see the 3.5 km shift. The landmark depicted here is not a best-case scenario, but rather a typical one in which the SAR viewing geometry varies between passes. Specifically, the intrinsic resolution of the images differs by a factor of 3. Such resolution differences can be a problem for automatic feature matching algorithms but are well handled by human vision.
STEP II. LANDMARK LOCATION IN INERTIAL FRAME
Once we obtain a set of features, we locate each landmark observation in Titan-centered inertial, non-rotating (J2000) coordinates. (The inertial position of the landmark varies with time due to the rotation of Titan.) First, we determine the Doppler shift and range to target, which are directly measured during SAR image processing. Each pixel in a SAR image is computed from the returned signal energy within a small 2D interval in Doppler, f dop , and range, r. Secondly, we obtain the spacecraft position, X, and velocity, V , in the inertial frame at each time the landmark was imaged, using spacecraft ephemeris provided by the Cassini Navigation Team. We then transform X and V into the nominal IAU Titan rotating frame yielding X and V . The final piece of information, the distance between the landmark and the center of Titan, h, is obtained using a method of estimating topography from SAR (Stiles et al. 2007 (Stiles et al. , 2008 rather than using Titan's nominal radius. The one-sigma error bars on this estimate are ±200 m. Using the topography from SAR only slightly impacted the pole location and spin rate parameters but it significantly affected the rate of change in the pole location. When a spherical Titan was assumed, latitude-dependent error in surface height resulted in a −2.0 deg century −1 solution for the rate of change of pole declination and a 2 km residual mislocation error. When the topography from SAR heights was employed, the rate of change in pole declination reduced to point at which it was indistinguishable from zero and the residual error reduced to 1 km. With Doppler, range, spacecraft ephemeris, and surface height known, we locate the landmark observation by finding the point P of intersection among three surfaces: (1) a sphere with radius r centered on X ; (2) a sphere with radius h centered on Titan's center of gravity (0,0,0); and (3) a cone whose apex is at X and generating axis is along V . The angle between the axis of the cone and its surface is given by cos −1 (f dop λ/|2V |). The intersection of the three surfaces, P , is then transformed back into the inertial coordinate vector P. Due to the coupling between Doppler and spin rate, the errors in the presumed Titan spin model lead to small errors in P. However, the change in Doppler due to refinements in spin model is small, yielding insignificant (∼1 m) errors. Errors in spacecraft ephemeris (<100 m) are a more significant issue, but still small compared to landmark mismatch error. As mentioned in the previous section we utilize two time values for each landmark, the times at which it was observed in each of two Cassini flybys. The method for determining these times and why the durations of each observation are not needed is described in Appendix A.1. The time, Doppler, range, estimated surface height, spacecraft ephemeris, and carrier wavelength associated with each landmark observation is included in Appendix A.2 to allow the reader to reproduce our analysis.
STEP III. SPIN PARAMETER REGRESSION
For the final step of the procedure, we solve for the spin model parameter values that minimize co-registration error. We use an iterative gradient-descent method with a momentum term in order to avoid converging on local minima. For each time, the transformation from the non-rotating frame to the rotating/bodyfixed frame can be represented by three Euler angles α, β, and θ .
Here T is the time in Julian centuries and d in days since 19:16:25 UTC Aug 1, 2006, a time midway through our observed data. The model parameters φ, µ, ω, are pole right ascension, pole declination, and spin rate, respectively, at time T = 0, andφ,μ,ω are the derivatives of those quantities. The Euler angles β, α, and θ , are applied as follows when transforming from J2000 to Titan body-fixed coordinates. The first rotation is β degrees about the z-axis to align the pole with the prime meridian. The second rotation is α degrees about the once-rotated x-axis to align the pole with the z-axis. The third rotation is θ degrees about the twice-rotated z-axis to achieve the correct rotational phase with respect to θ 0 , the location of the prime meridian at T = 0. The value of θ 0 is an arbitrary choice. To minimize the effect of coordinate system refinements on longitude, we have assigned θ 0 to be the IAU Titan value at T = 0. The IAU Titan Euler angles are given by Here, T 0 is the time in Julian centuries and d 0 is in days since J2000.0 (12:00:00 TT Jan. 1, 2000) , and S is in degrees. For a given time, the coordinate transformation expressed by Euler angles in (4.1) can be represented by a 3 × 3 rotation matrix. Each of the elements of this matrix is a simple trigonometric function of the Euler angles. Let A = [φ, µ, ω,φ,μ,ω] T be the vector of spin model coordinates. For each landmark L k , the transformation from J2000 to Titan body-fixed coordinates obtained from spin parameter vector A is represented by rotation matrices M k1 ( A) and M k2 ( A) at the two observation times t k1 and t k2 , respectively. The misregistration error for each landmark is the apparent change in its Titan body-fixed position from one observation to the next. We minimize the sum of squares of the misregistration errors. The quantity thus minimized is:
(4.3)
Here P k1 = [ P k1x , P k1y , P k1z ] is the 3-D position vector in J2000 of the kth landmark when it was first observed, and P k2 is the J2000 position vector of the landmark during its second observation. P k1 and P k2 are the same positions in Titan body-fixed coordinates. Although time dependence is not shown explicitly for ease of notation, it should be clear that any vector or matrix with subscript k1 or k2 is valid at time t k1 , or t k2 , respectively. The minimization problem is solved by finding A, such that ∂E tot /∂ A = 0. By utilizing a first order Taylor approximation of M, the problem may be formulated as a linear least-squares fit. Let A • denote the vector of parameters for the nominal IAU Titan spin model. Let P 1 denote the 3N × 1 column vector formed by concatenating the N non-rotating position vectors { P k1 , k = 1, 2, . . . N}. Let P 2 (size 3N × 1), E (size 3N × 1), M 1 (size 3N × 6), and M 2 (size 3N × 6) denote matrices formed in the same manner from the { P 2k }, {E k },{M 1k }, and {M 2k } matrices, respectively. Let
The Taylor approximation about A = A
• yields:
B is a 3N × 6 matrix of the derivatives ∂ E/∂ A evaluated at A = A
• . B is given by 
Finding the A that minimizes E tot is equivalent to finding the ∆ A that minimizes B∆ A − ∆ P 2 . Since the problem is in the standard form for weighted linear least squares, it can be readily shown that
C is a 3N × 3N matrix of the reciprocals of the componentby-component paired covariances of P k2 − P k1 for k = 1, 2, . . ., N. The dominant error contribution in landmark locations is mutually independent random noise due to feature mismatch. Goodness-of-fit pseudo-color map for derivative of POLE_RA and spin rate. The goodness-of-fit metric is E tot /N. The x-axis is spin rate. The y-axis is rate of change in pole right ascension. The color scale goes from dark blue = 1.2 km to dark red > 2.4 km. The X indicates the synchronous no-pole-wobble case. Due to correlation between the two parameters, the locus of good fits is elongated.
We estimated the mismatch error to have a standard deviation of 1 km (2 km for the N = 151 case) along each spatial dimension. Therefore, C is the identity matrix with units of km −2 . This error model is consistent with the residual misregistration errors observed in the determined spin model. See Figure 4 .
In order to avoid errors due to the linear Taylor approximation, we re-apply the linear fit iteratively until it converges. Each iteration in the fitting procedure is given by:
Figure 4. Landmark misregistration error versus latitude and longitude plots for overall best fit (top) and best fit constrained to have constant, synchronous spin rate and no pole wobble (bottom). Vector lengths are in units of 100 m, so that a vector that extends across twenty degrees on the plot actually represents a 2 km error. The tail of the arrow corresponds to the location of the first observation of each landmark. The direction of the arrow is the direction of apparent change in the landmark location. Clearly, including spin rate and pole change parameters improves the fit in a systematic manner.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal)
In the first iteration, we compute ∆ A by (4.6) using B and ∆ P matrices evaluated at A = A
• . In each successive iteration, we apply ∆ A to update A, recompute the B and ∆ P matrices for the updated value of A and then repeat the estimation of ∆ A. A momentum term µ = 0.9 is employed each time A is updated to avoid converging to local minima. We typically run 200 iterations, but the solution converges within 20. After the final iteration we compute the covariance matrix of ∆ A = (B T CB) −1 . The error bars on the spin parameters and the correlation among pairs of parameters are computed from the covariance matrix in the usual manner.
ESTIMATED SPIN MODEL
Using the technique described in the previous section we have obtained estimates of Titan's spin state parameters and their error bars, as shown in Table 1 . Also depicted are the nominal IAU Titan values (Davies et al. 1989 ) for these parameters and the differences between the two. All parameter values were estimated at 19:16:25 UTC Aug 1, 2006, a time midway through our observed data.
We observe statistically significant differences from the nominal case for five of the six parameters. The only exception is the derivative of pole declination, which is not significantly different from the nominal value or from zero. The angle between the estimated pole location vector and the nominal vector is 0.3230 deg. (The large difference in right ascension is somewhat misleading because small angle changes in the pole near 90
• declination can result in large changes in right ascension.)
Our confidence in the change in pole location is very high. The measured change is greater than 80 times the standard error. The spin rate is asynchronous by 0.001 deg day −1 and is currently becoming more asynchronous. Our confidence in this result is less than that of the pole location, but it is still significant. The spin rate change is nine times larger than its standard error, and the change in the derivative of spin rate is 10 times larger. The rate of change of pole right ascension is a factor of 7 larger than its standard error and a factor of 10 larger than the nominal value. This is arguably the most profound result as it indicates much more movement in the pole than previously expected. The correlation matrix from our least squares estimate, shown in Table 2 , reveals significant correlation between certain pairs of parameters. In particular, the derivative of pole right ascension is highly correlated with spin rate. In the next section, we exhibit 2D cuts of the parameter space to show the impact of this correlation.
GEOPHYSICAL IMPLICATIONS
One conclusion that can be drawn from our results is that Titan closely follows but departs slightly from a Cassini state, an equilibrium spin orientation induced by only gravitational torque. We derive this result from the location of the pole. To be in a Cassini state, the spin axis, orbit normal and the normal to the Laplace plane must be coplanar (Colombo 1966 , Yseboodt & Margot 2006 . The IAU Titan pole location is itself an estimate of the orbit normal (Davies et al. 1989 , Jacobson et al. 2004 ), because zero obliquity was presumed in its derivation. The normal to the Laplace plane is the center about which the orbit normal is precessing (R.A., decl.) = (36.226, 83.966) (J.-L. Margot 2008, personal communication). The best fit pole location is 0.091 degrees (25 standard errors) removed from the plane formed by the orbit normal and the normal to the Laplace plane. Barring large errors in the IAU estimates of the orbit normal and/or the normal to the Laplace plane, we can rule out Titan being exactly in a Cassini state. The Laplace normal is by far the more likely error source, but it would have to be off by 30% of the estimated radius of precession for the three vectors to be coplanar. Titan is almost certainly locked in a 1 to 1 spin/orbit resonance. If it were not, we would expect the spin axis to be randomly oriented about the orbit normal. Our data is consistent with the spin axis lagging or oscillating about the exact Cassini state. Data over a longer time period are required to determine precisely how the relationship between the observed spin orientation and the Cassini state varies over time. We can conclude from the observed deviation from the Cassini state that Titan is not exactly in rotational equilibrium and/or there is a non-negligible torque other than the gravitational influence of Saturn. If Titan's spin state is not in equilibrium, the only obvious explanation is a large recent impact. No such event has been identified on Titan. If Titan's spin state is in equilibrium, then it is necessary to look for other torque candidates. Seasonal variations in Titan's rotation rate, about a long-term synchronous mean, have been predicted to arise from surface-atmosphere angular momentum exchange in the presence of an internal ocean (Tokano & Neubauer 2005) . The implications of our measurements in this context are discussed more fully in a separate paper (Lorenz et al. 2008 ).
VALIDATION
Four methods were used to validate our Titan spin model. First we repeated the fitting procedure on subsets of the data and examined the results. We found that our results were selfconsistent. The differences among the fits for the various data subsets were in agreement with their estimated error bars. Figure 2 depicts the pole location estimate for three different data subsets as compared with the nominal pole. The first case only used three sets of overlapping SAR images, T16/T19, TA/T23, and T16/T19 for a total of 14 landmarks. For this case we used a spin rate independent fitting procedure to directly estimate the plane of rotation without minimizing co-registration error. The other two cases employed a progressively larger number of overlapping regions and landmarks using the technique described in section 2. Despite using two different techniques and three different data sets, the pole location estimate varied very little.
Our second validation approach was a Monte Carlo simulation of the fitting procedure. Simulated landmark locations were obtained utilizing various candidate spin models as truth including our estimated model and IAU Titan. For each L k , the inertial location from the image obtained at time t k1 from the real data was used as the true position. The t k2 location was computed from the candidate spin model with 1 km Gaussian noise added to each spatial component to simulate landmark mismatching error. The fitting procedure was then applied in the usual manner. The differences between the candidate spin model parameters and the estimated quantities were consistent with the postfit error bars. The third check we applied was to compute 2-D cuts of co-registration error in the 6D spin parameter space. Figure 3 depicts one such cut that demonstrates the coupling between spin rate, ω, and the rate of change in pole right ascension,φ. An exhaustive search was performed in the three dimensions ofφ, ω andω. We found no extraneous solutions.
Our fourth check was to explore fits excluding some of the parameters to address the effect of systematic biases in the locations. Figure 4 graphically depicts the residual location errors for two cases: the full six-parameter fit and the best fit with constant, synchronous spin rate and no pole wobble. For each fit, the random and systematic error components of the residual misregistration error were computed. Systematic error e sys is the root sum square of the average misregistration error for landmarks L k in each region R j where a pair of SAR observations overlaps. The random component e rand is the remaining error when the systematic component is removed.
These quantities were computed to address the impact of systematic errors in our inputs. The error bars we computed during the fitting procedure are based on the assumption that errors in the locations of the landmarks are random, with 1 km standard deviation in each component. If this error model is valid, then so are the error bars. Even if the standard deviation were 2 or 3 times larger, our results would still be statistically significant because the refinements we observe in each parameter are at least seven times its standard error. The N = 151 case, which has approximately twice the random feature mismatch error of the N = 50 case, resulted in a very similar fit. The magnitude of the differences in the parameters for the two fits is consistent with the error bars.
On the other hand, large systematic errors in our landmark locations could impact the accuracy of parameter estimates. This problem is exemplified by the fit performed using a spherical Titan. We utilized an estimate of Titan surface heights from SAR data during the computation of landmark locations (Stiles et al. 2007 (Stiles et al. , 2008 . The standard deviation of the estimated heights from the 2,575 km reference sphere is 506 m. The heights are not randomly distributed; they exhibit latitude dependence. When we leave these heights out of the location computation and assume a spherical Titan, our fit gets worse, e sys increases from 0.9273 to 1.9059 km, and more importantly we see a change in the parameters. Five of the parameters do not change significantly, but the rate of change in declination changes to −2.0 deg century −1 . This value is six times the reported error bar. Latitude dependent surface height errors mimic an error in declination, resulting in the erroneous fit. The problem with the spherical Titan fit indicates the need to examine systematic input error. For the spherical Titan case, there are two indicators that diagnose problems with the fit: the large e sys value itself and the insensitivity of e sys and E tot to parameter changes. Settinġ µ = 0 only increases e sys from 1.9059 to 2.0485 km. Such a small change in e sys indicatesμ has little impact on the fit and we should thus have little confidence in its value. Table 3 depicts e sys and e rand for the IAU Titan model, the best pole location fit with all other parameters set to their nominal values, the best fit with a presumed spherical Titan, the best fit for each ofφ, ω andω parameters set to its nominal value, and the best overall fit to all six parameters.
All the various fits have similar values for e rand . But the e sys values vary considerably. The best fit for all six parameters produces the lowest e sys value. The nominal IAU Titan model has 18.8 km of systematic misregistration error. Fitting only the pole location while presuming a constant synchronous spin rate with no pole wobble yields e sys = 2.54 km. Omitting any single parameter from the fit increases e sys . The parameter with the least impact is the derivative of right ascension. Settingφ = 0 increases e sys from 0.9273 to 1.3084 km.
There are five potential sources of systematic error in the landmark locations: Titan-relative spacecraft position, Titan-relative spacecraft velocity, height of surface, transmit frequency, and echo delay. Errors in echo delay, transmit frequency, spacecraft velocity, and spacecraft position are small, resulting in < 100 m errors in location. To test the effect of 100 m errors, we applied a 100 m standard deviation Gaussian noise term to each of the X, Y, and Z components of the s/c positions. The noise value was held constant within a flyby in order to simulate a systematic bias. (Random error for each landmark would have less effect on the parameter estimation.) The parameters estimated changed very little due to the added noise. POLE_RA increased by 0.007 degrees. POLE_DEC increased by 0.0024 degrees. Spin rate increased by 0.000011 deg day −1 . The derivative of RA decreased by 0.16 deg century −1 . The derivative of POLE_DEC increased by 0.114 deg century −1 . The derivative of spin rate decreased by 0.0006 deg day −1 century −1 . All of these changes are within the one-sigma error bars; therefore, of the five sources of systematic error only height error is significant.
The residual error in height has a systematic error component with ≈200 m standard deviation (Stiles et al. 2007 (Stiles et al. , 2008 . A multiplicative effect due to incidence angle transforms a 200 m height error into a 400-500 m error in pixel location. We can thus reject the constant spin rate and synchronous spin rate hypotheses because they increase e sys by 812 m and 698 m, respectively. The no-pole-wobble case with a 381 m increase is also unlikely. Even though a systematic mislocation error >400 m is possible, it is extremely unlikely that one could achieve a 381 m decrease in e sys by fitting to a systematic height error. In the spherical Titan fit, a 500 m systematic height error induced an additional 1 km in e sys . The fitting procedure modified the parameters in the attempt to fit to the systematic error, but the resultant decrease in e sys was only 216 m. Given the factor of two reduction in height errors from the spherical assumption, the 381 m decrease in e sys due to pole wobble appears to be three times too large to be a spurious fit due to height error. The original height errors due to assuming a spherical Titan varied with latitude in a manner that mimicked declination error; the current residual heights are unlikely to have such a bias. Even the spherical Titan assumption only impacts the rate of change in the pole location without substantially affecting the other parameters. For a further description of the method used to estimate surface heights and its effect on our analysis see Appendix A.3.
CONCLUSIONS
We have estimated quantities for five of the parameters comprising the spin state of Titan with varying degrees of confidence. We have estimated a new pole position with an obliquity of 0.3 degrees. The observed change in pole position from the nominal value is 80 times its standard error. Without invoking this pole position, landmark features are displaced in repeat imaging by some 20 km. We have also estimated that the spin rate is currently 0.001 deg day −1 faster than synchronous and is increasing at a rate of 0.05 deg day −1 century −1 and that the pole right ascension is currently decreasing at a rate of −30 deg century −1 . These conclusions taken together are also highly certain; the best fit with constant, synchronous rotation and no pole wobble leaves systematic 2.5 km landmark mislocations unexplained. Individually, each parameter is statistically significant given random error assumptions. Systematic errors in surface height are the largest known source of error in the fits. Residual height errors are unlikely to change any of the conclusions so long as we use the height estimates derived from the SAR data themselves (Stiles et al. 2007 (Stiles et al. , 2008 rather than a spherical Titan approximation.
We conclude that Titan is close to an exact Cassini state, but not precisely in that state. This conclusion can be derived from the pole location, our strongest result. Titan is either not in an equilibrium spin state or is undergoing significant non-gravitational torque such as that described in (Tokano & Neubauer 2005 , Lorenz et al. 2008 ).
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APPENDIX

A.1. Description of Timing of Cassini RADAR Data
The more astute reader will realize that SAR observations are not instantaneous. Each landmark is observed over some duration during which Doppler and range vary as a function of time. Cassini SAR is a special case for which measurement durations may be ignored. Cassini SAR employs a burst-mode timing scheme. Many SAR systems operate in a continuous mode, which means that a train of chirped pulses is transmitted with regular time interval throughout the observation period. The interval between the pulses is such that returned echoes can be obtained between the transmitted pulses. The collection of pulses that contain reflected energy within the radar antenna's main lobe is processed in a coherent manner to obtain high along-track resolution in the resulting SAR image. Data rate and data volume constraints make a continuous mode design Note. Each landmark has a unique ID of the form txxtyy_pz where xx is the number of the first Titan flyby to observe the landmark, yy is the number of the second such flyby, and z is an integer between 1 and 5.
unsuitable for the wide area coverage desired for the surface of Titan. Instead the Cassini RADAR utilizes a burst-mode SAR in which a train (burst) of 30-60 chirped pulses is transmitted followed by a long gap (about 400-800 pulse intervals in length) in transmission lasting until the return echo from the burst is received. After reception of the echo, the cycle repeats. Each individual burst impinges on the surface of Titan for less than 0.1 s. For this reason, we do not need to account for variation in range or Doppler during a burst in either the Cassini SAR processor itself or in determining the spin state of Titan. Up to 20 consecutive pulse trains (bursts) can observe the same landmark for a total maximum duration of 40 s. Each of these bursts observes a given landmark at a slightly different time from a slightly different Doppler and range. Single-look SAR imagery from multiple bursts are interpolated and incoherently averaged to obtain the final SAR image. For our purposes we only consider the time, Doppler, and range of the central burst in the collection. If the IAU Titan spin model used in the SAR processing correctly described the spin state of Titan this approximation would be identically correct. The Doppler, range, and time triplets of all the individual bursts would then correspond to the exact same position on the surface of Titan and could thus be used interchangeably. Errors in the spin state, such as those we have observed in this paper, induce a slight spreading in the actual surface locations observed by the collection of bursts. This spreading tends to defocus the image. The error is small and we do not observe any such defocusing in the Cassini SAR imagery. A 1.5 degree error in the north pole of Titan (five times larger than what we observe) would result in a maximal rate of change of 0.33 m s −1 in the apparent position of a landmark on Note. Vectors are in the J2000 coordinate system with the origin at Titan's center of gravity.
Titan's surface. Over the 40 s maximal observation duration, the apparent surface position changes by less than 14 m. For this reason we need only consider the central burst obtained during each landmark observation.
A.2. Landmark Data Set
Tables A1-A4 contain the information we used to estimate our fits from the 50-landmark data set. Table A1 contains the time, carrier signal wavelength, range from spacecraft to target, and Doppler shift of the returned echo for the first observation of each of the 50 landmarks. Time is reported as seconds since 12:00 TT Jan 1, 2000. Table A2 contains the same information for the second observation with the addition of the SARTopo surface height estimate. The surface height was presumed to be the same for both observations. The quantity used in the analysis was the closest SARTopo measurement to the landmark in the second flyby. The second flyby was chosen to eliminate early flybys such as TA and T3 in which Note. Vectors are in the J2000 coordinate system with the origin at Titan's center of gravity.
poorer spacecraft attitude may have yielded a less accurate height estimate. Table A3 contains the spacecraft ephemeris (position and velocity in the Titan-centered inertial frame) for the first observation of each landmark. Table A4 contains the spacecraft ephemeris for the second observation of each landmark.
A.3. Summary of the SARTopo Height Estimation Technique and its Effect on our Spin Parameter Fits
The SARTopo surface height estimates are obtained by an Amplitude Monopulse Comparison Technique that makes use of data in which the same scene is observed by multiple beams (antenna feeds). This overlap is much different than what is used in the spin state study described in this paper. Instead of comparing SAR imagery from months or years apart, we compare imagery from adjacent beams obtained within seconds of each other. Using our knowledge of the antenna pointing and precise spacecraft ephemeris and attitude telemetry, we estimate the surface height for which two overlapping beams produce the same normalized radar cross section (NRCS) estimate. When the height used in the calibration is inaccurate, the errors in the calibration of the two beams are nearly equal and have opposite sign. When we get the same NRCS we know we have the correct height. We have compared the SARTopo data with co-located conventional nadir-pointing altimetry. In particular, we obtained closest approach nadir altimetry for Titan flyby T30. For a thousand km long region, the T30 altimetry and T28 SARTopo lined up within 5-10 km on the ground. For this 1000 km stretch, we achieved 150 m bias and 60 m standard difference between the two height profiles. Also, the fact that we achieve a better residual mislocation error in the spin parameter fit is itself an independent validation of the SARTopo technique. When we use a 2575 km spherical Titan (SPHER) assumption, we get the fit depicted in Table A5 . The best fit using the SARTopo is also shown for comparison.
We previously reported an initial determination of Titan's rotational state from fits to overlapping radar images. We have since discovered a coding error in software used to make these fits, which led to systematic offsets of 1-2 km in recovered positions. While our principal results remain qualitatively unchanged, with this error corrected, the pole movement we previously reported (our weakest result) is now counterindicated. Our revised best fit is essentially the same as the "best-fit no pole wobble" result discussed at the top of the second column on page 1675.
The determined pole location did not change significantly after the bug fix and thus we still conclude that the spin axis is not in the plane formed by Titan's orbit normal and the normal to the Laplace plane. Due to the correlations between pole wobble and spin rate (see Figure 3 on page 1672), the new best fit has a spin rate that differs from the synchronous value by an amount that is three times smaller than the value reported in the paper. The pole location changed by less than 0.01 deg (∼500 m on the surface) and rate of increase in spin decreased by a factor of 2 from the previous fit. The new best-fit parameter values with 1σ error bars are: pole right ascension 39.4934 ± 0.0249 deg, pole declination 83.4368 ± 0.0024 deg, spin rate 22.57731 ± 0.00011 deg/day (0.00033 deg/day greater than synchronous spin rate), derivative of pole right ascension −6.52 ± 4.20 deg/century, derivative of pole declination −0.2212 ± 0.3567 deg/century, and derivative of spin rate 0.0247 ± 0.0050 deg/day/century.
The corrected version of Table 3 (below) shows the residual systematic and random error of the several candidate models discussed in the paper. Fixing the bug reduced the residual systematic error of all the fitted models. The four models in which spin rate is allowed to vary from synchronous either due to a change in spin rate (Column 5, numbered from the left) or a change in its time derivative (Column 6) or both (Columns 7 and 8) have lower residual systematic errors and thus better represent the data than do the purely synchronous fit (Column 3). For this reason, an asynchronous spin rate is still supported by the data, although efforts (e.g., Mitchell 2009) to quantitatively interpret the asynchroneity should take our revised determination into account. On the other hand, as depicted by Columns 7 and 8, allowing the pole movement terms to vary from the predicted (IAU Titan) values results in no significant improvement in the fit, thus large short-term pole movement is not supported by the data. In fact, the best-fit values and error bars for the pole movement are consistent with the long-term pole trends that were predicted prior to the Cassini mission. 
